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Ergonomics

Five Steps to Be Creative Despite
Constraints
The team responsible for Steelcase Series 1 created something many deemed
impossible

Breakthrough ideas require new ways of thinking and new ways of working. Unlimited resources and limitless possibilities
can produce incredibly innovative products. But, more often than not, the most creative problem solving occurs within a set
of boundaries.

CREATING STEELCASE SERIES 1
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That’s the story behind Steelcase Series 1 — a new task chair from Steelcase. The product development team was asked
to do something the organization had never done before — build a chair to reach a new market that retains first class
ergonomics and provides a unique level of customization.
The Steelcase Series 1 team had a finite amount of resources. They refused to waver on performance, yet had to reach an
accessible price point. Every part of the chair had to be hard working and not just be an aesthetic feature. Team members
explored every part of the global manufacturing, packaging and delivery process to maximize efficiencies, reduce cost and
optimize quality.
Bruce Smith, Steelcase director of global design, explains why the story behind Steelcase Series 1 is as remarkable as the
chair itself.
“Instead of putting design at the forefront of the problem, we put the other disciplines at the forefront of the problem. This
illustrates the fact that creativity isn’t exclusively a design problem,” says Smith. “Creativity is a problem for all disciplines
and all functions. So, anything we can do to elevate creativity for all disciplines is a powerful thing.”
Engineers, Bob Battey and Gordy Peterson, helped shepherd the project from idea to actuality. They shared five crucial
steps they used to accomplish what many deemed impossible.

1. MAKE AN EMOTIONAL COMMITMENT
After leaving a deflating project meeting overseas, Battey and Peterson sat in the Frankfurt airport and contemplated giving
up. Similar projects had failed to reach the market. Why stay the course?
“It takes passion to be willing to try things differently and to take ownership and say ‘We are going to be successful.’ We
took it as a personal challenge,” says Battey.
“People said, ‘We can’t do it.’ We said, ‘We can. We just have to be more creative,’” says Peterson. “You have to take
ownership of a concept, nurture it and help it grow. We decided to defend it and own it, care for it and love it.” With a
combined 57 years of seating experience, the two men vowed to do things differently this time.

2. DEFINE + DISPLAY THE PROBLEM
They started with a single piece of paper in the airport — clearly defining their problem and writing down how they would go
about solving it. When they got back to their project room in Grand Rapids, that definition went on permanent display on the
wall.
“Until you write it down, it’s just words in the air. We needed something people could see and respond to,” says Battey. “We
started having a really open discussion about what we needed to do differently. Gordy and I have played this game a long
time. We knew normal would fail.”

3. PRIORITIZE + VISUALIZE CONSTRAINTS
Battey and Peterson worked with their team to prioritize the boundaries for the project and quickly help others understand
the problem they were trying to solve.
“You need the right balance of constraints to keep you moving forward, but enough freedom to make something desirable,”
says Battey. “Too broad, you end up with something unattainable. Too narrow, you end up with something boring.”
The men used their project room to display a visual representation of the constraints. If team members wanted to change
one part of the project, they could quickly see the impact on the entire operation.
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“There’s something visceral about seeing the constraints and making them real. This is where we began to cause angst,”
says Battey. “Angst is good if you want to do things differently because it requires you to make difficult decisions.”
Once the team’s priorities were clear, the project moved quickly because people could make faster decisions. Nobody had
to “check into something” or “circle back after investigating an issue,” all-too-common steps that can slow progress.

4. CROSS-FUNCTIONAL, SPONTANEOUS COLLABORATION
Both engineers found it invaluable to involve other disciplines early. Instead of starting with design and engineering, they
also brought in colleagues with expertise around materials, supply chain and global processes. Each team wrote down
their point of view.
They inhabited a physical project room for their co-located team and created a virtual project space for global collaboration.
Product development is a messy, creative process. The environment helped them showcase learnings, experiments and
progress. Both areas quickly filled up with artifacts, models and materials or videos, digital notes and learnings.
Their project room included a video conferencing system to help those in North America collaborate with team members in
Europe and Asia. Both in-person and virtual project spaces provided the opportunity for spontaneous interactions.
Sometimes it would be an unexpected meeting in person, other times an engineer from the U.S. would meet up with a
designer in Hong Kong in their virtual document and begin to chat.
“Spontaneous discussions are frequently the most useful ones,” says Battey.

5. RAPID PROTOTYPING
The project room is adjacent to the model shop where engineers and designers began to experiment, sometimes creating a
prototype in just a couple of days.
“Having the place where we generated our ideas and concepts right next to our maker space was critical,” says Battey. “We
were able to rapidly go from the markerboard or computer screen to the artifact. We can try things and iterate on a small
scale before creating a full-scale model.”
They prototyped once a week and incorporated design into the learning cycles to help further define variables. The result:
The fastest early concept generation either man had ever seen.
Steelcase kept Steelcase Series 1 under wraps until NeoCon 2017 when it was unveiled and instantly created industry
buzz.
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© 1996 - 2019 Steelcase Inc. is the global leader in office furniture, interior architecture and space solutions for offices, hospitals and classrooms.
Our furniture is inspired by innovative research in workspace design.
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